ORDINANCES OF THE KING
New inventory marks and countermarks.
Paris, 7 April 1838
Louis Philippe, etc.; referring to the art. 7, 8 and 15 of the law of 19 brumaire year VI (9 November 1797); Considering the many seizures of golden and silver articles, of which the state marks were in their majority
counterfeited, and of importance, as well to insure public guarantee as to insure the revenues of the
treasury, to stop the use of false punches; - By the report of our minister secretary of state at the
department of Finance, - we have ordered and order what follows:
Art 1. Starting next 10 May, an inventory mark has to be punched on all existing golden and silver articles
on the market, and foreseen of the imprints of the legal marks.
Art. 2. starting the same period, the new fineness and guarantee marks, and the bigorne countermarks, of
which the table will be published in attachment with the drawings of the marks, shall be used exclusively in
all guarantee offices.
Art. 3. The special punches for watch cases and other watch articles, decreed by article 2 of the ordinance
of 19 September 1821, are repealed.
French watches shall be marked with the ordinary marks of fineness and guarantee; those coming from
abroad shall be marked with a special punch specific for imported watches, which shall be applied in the
offices designated by the law of 2 July 1836.

Art 4. The fineness mark and that of the guarantee office shall consist of a unique single mark, bearing a
particular sign for each office.
A mark, called de remarque, shall be punched every decimeter on chains, chains with fine meshes and
other golden articles of the same kind.

Art. 5. At the expiration of three months, from the day when the new marks are introduced, the merchants,
manufacturing silversmiths, jewellers, watch makers, cutlers, armourers, cabinet makers, and all other
workmen and merchants dealing in gold and silver articles, shall be compelled to bring the golden and silver
articles in their possession to the guarantee office of their district, to be marked, free of charge, with the
inventory and countermark
Art. 6. At the expiration of the term fixed for the inventory, the gold and silver articles marked with the
former punches, which should be found in the commerce, without being stamped with the verification
mark, shall be reputed as unmarked, and the owners subject to the condemnations decreed by the law.
Art. 7. Our minister secretary of state at the finance department is charged to execute the present
ordinance, which will be added to the Law Bulletin.

